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INTRODUCTION 
During the ten years since our previous paper on barley linkage 
studies was published (Takahashi et al. 1972)， we have located sixteen 
new mutant genes on the bar1ey chromosomes. These findings have 
been reported in "Barley Genetics Newsletter ヘbutonly in a condensed 
form in several volumes. 1n the present paper， we report al the gene-
tic data on the linkages of ten mutants located on chromosomes 1 to 7. 
except 3， ina complete and systematic form. The six other mutants on 
chromosome 3 wi1 be reported by Konishi et al. (1984) following the 
present paper. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Table 1 shows the main characteristics and origin of the ten mutants 
used in this report， together with the gene symbols allotted to them. 
More detai1s of their features wi1 be described， ifnecessary， in the 
respective sections. 
Genetics and linkages of these mutants were approached in general 
by the following two steps: Firstly， a mutant was crossed to a few 
selected genetic stocks which have been known to involve one or more 
marker genes on each of the seven barley chromosomes or a series of 
trisomics， and the mode of inheritance of the mutant character and the 
linkage group of the mutant gene for the character was studied from 
the Fz segregation. Secondly， the mutant was crossed again， ifnecessary， 
with one or two multiple marker stocks for the linkage group， and 
interrelationships between the mutant gene and the markers were studied 
in the F2 and F3 generations of the cross or crosses in order to deter-
mine the location of the gene relative to two or more marker genes. 
Table 2 shows the tester stocks crossed with the respective mutants for 
the primary and secondary linkage tests. 
1n determining independent inheritance or linkage between two pairs 
of genes， the chi-square test for linkage (xi) was used throughout. Prior 
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T ABLE 1. Main characteristics and origin of the mutants 
Name of Gene tsye mbol 
mutant al10tted Main characteristics Origin 
Kmut 239 gl申5 Leaves waxless and glossy X-ray induced from Kirin 
Choku 1 by T. Tsuchiya 
Victorie mt..e White-yellowish blotches Spontaneous mutation in 
Hen on leaf surface Victorie 
OUM 29 gs-9 Leaf-sheath， stem and head EMS-induced from 
waxless and glossy Akashinriki by T. Konishi 
OUM 142 sld-2 Culm short and slender， spike EMS-induced from 
lax， kernel thin Akashinriki by T_ Konishi 
R 101 sid Only uppermost stem-internode X-ray induced from 
elongates normal1y Akashinriki by Suzuki & 
Ohta， Shizuoka Agr. Exp. 
Sta.， Japan 
T.95 f-10 Leaves gold or chlorina Spont. mutation ? Select. by 
throughout al stages R. W. Woodward， Utah 
Agr. Exp. Sta.， U.S.A. 
OUM 112 cud-2 Stem short， stem-internodes EMS-induced from 
and awns curly， kernp.ls small Akashinriki by T. Konishi 
and roundish 
Curly 3 cu-3 Stem-internodes curve like a X-ray induced from 
bow. Awns rather straight Akashinriki by A. Yama-
shita， Inst. of Radiation 
Breeding， Japan 
OUM 120 cud Stem short， internodes curved. EMS-induced from 
Leaves often twisted， spike Akashinriki by T. Konishi 
compact， awn and kernel short 
Dusky dsk Leaves turn to dusky or olive- Gamma-ray induced from 
gray color after heading Chikurin Ibaraki 1， by 
A. Yamashita， Inst. of 
Radiation Breeding， Japan 
to this test， the fit of the Fz segregation of each of the single pair of 
characters， say Aa or Bb， to the 3: 1 or some other expected ratio was 
tested， and when a poor fit was observed for both of the character pair 
segregations， the data were discarded. Recombination percentage was 
calculated by use of maximum likelihood formula. When more than two 
values of recombination between two genes were obtained from different 
sources of data， these values were combined and the weighted average 
value was calculated after the method suggested by Robertson et al. 
(1944) and Kramer and Burnham (1947). 
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TABLE 2. Tester stocks crossed with the respective mutants for primary 
and secondary linkage tests 
Linkage* Name of mutant Tester stocks used for 
group (gene invo1ved) Primary test Secondary test 
Kmut 239 Trisomics， 2 -7 Bracbhy) ytic119 
(gl-5) (n， 
2a Victorie Hen Orang1e 6 lemma and L. T. 32 
(mt"e) L.T. (v， e， li) 
2b OUM 29 L. T. 26 and Co1-orange L. T. 30
(gs-9) (V， e， li) 
2t OUM 142 Trisomics 1 -7 L T. 30
(sld由2) (V， e， li) 
4a T.95 Orange 1emma and K . gl-3 tester 
(/-10) Co1-orange 
4b R 101 Co1・orange，Nigrinudum K'gl-3・B1tester 
(sid) and Orange 1emma 
5 OUM 112 Kimugi， Nigrinudum， L. T. 13 (B， trd) 
(cud-2) Co1sess V and Orange 
1emma 
6 C〈cur-l3y〕3 Trisomic 6 (Purp1e) uc-2・otester 
7a OUM 120 CNoigl-roirnaundgue m and fs，s'r tester (cud) 
7b Dusky Nzai・g0ritneusdtuem and n1d.fs.s.r tester (dsk) Xo.o aSler 
*This designation is used a1so in the heading of the respective results. 
RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION 
1. A Glossy Leaf Mutant， Kmut 239 (gl・5)
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The mutant Kmut 239 was induced by X-ray irradiation on seed of 
a two-rowed covered cultivar， Kirin Choku 1， and kindly provided by 
Prof. T. Tsuchiya， Colorado University， U.S.A. Its main characteristic 
is glossy leaves due to deficiency of waxy bloom on leaf-blades only， 
although glossiness of the leaves becomes less conspicuous with the 
advance of growth stage of plant. 
For determining the linkage of the gene for the glossy leaf charac-
ter， Kmut 239 was first crossed with a set of trisomics， e玄ceptBush 
with an extra chromosome 1， which were all produced from Hordeum 
spontaneum nigrum by Tsuchiya. The results， shown in Table 3， indi-
cated that the segregation of normal vs. glossy leaf character pair 
occurred in a 3 : 1ratio on both 2x and 2x + 1 c1asses in all of the six 
cross combinations. It was thought therefore that the glossy leaf charac-
ter was controlled by a single recessive gene which was named here 
gl-5， and the gene was not on any of the chromosomes from 2 to 7， but 
it might be on chromosome 1. 
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TABLE 3. Linkage analysis of gl-5 by use of trisomics having extra 
chromosomes 2-7 
P χ2 for 
3 : 1 
Total 
F 2 phenotypes Extra 
chromosome 
involved 
Crosses to 
trisomic 
Pale 
Robust 
Pseudo-
normal 
Purple 
0.7-{J.5 
O.与-U.8
O. 5-{J. 3 
O. 1-{J. 05 
O. 5-{J. 3 
O. 5-{J. 3 
0.2-{J.1 
O.95-{J.9 
0.7-{J.5 
0.1-{J.05 
O.ιD. i 
0.3-{J.2 
? ? ?
? ， 。
，?
?
?
?
??
?
?
? 。 ， ?
? ?
。 ， ?
??
? 』?
????????
??????????
??
???
••••••••..•• 
??
????
?
???????
??
?
???
?』?
?
， ? 。
??
????
?
??
????
?
??
Glossy 
?????? ?
? ?
? ?
?
??
?
? ??
?
Normal 
? ?
?
???????????
?
??
2x 
2x+1 
2x 
2x+1 
2x 
2x+1 
2x 
2x+1 
2x 
2x+1 
2x 
2x+1 
5 
3 
4 
6 
2 S1ender 
7 Semi-erect 
Kmut 239 was then crossed with Brachytic 119 having the two 
marker genes br (brachytic growth) and n (naked kernel) both of which 
were known to be on chromosome 1， and interrelationships among three 
gene pairs， Br br， N n， and Gl-5 gl・5，were investigated in the F2 and 
F3 generations of the cross. F2 plants investigated were about 470 and 
the F3 strains， derived from them， amounted to about 440. The results 
are summarized in Table 4. It is apparent that the gl-5 gene is located 
on chromosome 1， as the recombination values with br and n were 23.72% 
TABLE 4. F2 and F3 data for linkages between the gene pairs， Gl-5 gl-5， 
Br br and N n， in a cross between Kmut 239 and Brachytic 119 
Weightecl 
average 
va1ue (%) 
Recombina-
tion value 
く%)
Linked 
genes 
(Aa-Bb) 
Total Segregation* Phase Source of 
data 
(48.02土2.0996)
Independent 
29.60、
23.99 I _向田.. . -，._ ...，..ム・.、."..
23.32 I 
19.76 J 
34.00、
35.06 I 
29.66 t 32.お士1.97鉛
29.03 J 
50.92 ¥ 
36.67 I 
56.60 I 
56.74 J 
????
??????
??
?
???
? ???????
??
?????
???
?
?
241 : 119: 101 : 1
9 : 43: 37: 151 
74: 45 
67: 33 
265: 95 : 1∞:11 
17 : 57: 52: 139 
51: 43
55: 45 
265 : 76: 102 : 28
40 : 49: 49: 126 
30: 46 
40: 61 
???????
F2 
F， (AB) 
F， (Ab) 
F. (aB) 
F2 
Fa (AB) 
F， (Ab) 
F. (aB) 
F2 
F，(AB) 
F， (Ab) 
F， (aB) 
GI-5g1-5 
-Nn 
GI-5 gl-5 
-Br br 
Bγbγ 
-Nn 
F， (AB)=AABB: AaBB: AABb: AaBb. 
Fa (aB)=aaBB: aaBb. 
本F2phenotypes=AB: Ab : aB : ab. 
Fa (Ab)=AAbb: Aabb. 
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and 32.30%， respectively. Furthermore， the location of gl・5is certainly 
between br and n， whi1e the latter two are far apart from each other. 
A map of three genes on chromosome 1， obtained from the result， is
shown in Fig. 1. 
br gl・5 n 
「-23.7 32.3 
Independent 
FIG. 1. A linkage map of 3 genes on chromosome 1 
2 (2a). A Mottled Leaf Mutant， Victorie Hen (mt"e) 
A spontaneous mutant characterized by mottled leaves was found 
in a plot of a two-rowed cultivar， Victorie of Italian origin， in the ex-
perimental field of our Institute. The mutant is almost simi1ar in appear-
ance to the mutant “mottled" which was received from Dr. G. A. 
Walker， Edmonton， Canada， but was confirmed to be conditioned by a 
different gene by an allelism test. The gene wi1 be referred to tenta-
tively as mt"e. 
A primary linkage test was made using two crosses of Victorie Hen 
with Orange lemma and L. T. (linkage tester) 16 which have the genic 
constitution of uz， V， B， K， s， n and trd. F2 segregation in these two 
crosses indicated that the recessive gene mt"e for the mottled leaf 
character in Victorie Hen is inherited independently of n (chromosome 
1)， uz(3)， K(4)， tγ'd and B(5)， 0(6) and s(7)， but is linked with v for 
six-rowed spike with 14.4% recombination (appended Table 1). 
Since the gene mt"e was thus determined to be on chromosome 2， 
interrelationship of the four genes， mt"e， li(ligule-le路)， υ(six-rowed)
and e(wide glume) was studied using a new cross， Victorie Hen x L. T. 
32， involving four gene pairs on chromosome 2. The F2 and F3 data 
obtained are summarized in Table 5. This c1early indicates that the 
new mutant gene mt"e for mott1ed leaf character in Victorie Hen is 
located between v and li on chromosome 2 
3 (2b). A Glossy Sheath Mutant， OUM 29 (gs-9) 
A glossy sheath mutant， OUM 29， which was induced by EMS treat-
ment on Akashinriki， a Japanese uzu naked cultivar， isentirely lacking 
waxy bloom on leaf-sheaths， stems and spikes. Prior to this linkage test， 
Konishi (1973) made a series of allelism test using 15 EMS-induced 
glossy sheath mutants and 6 genetic stocks each having one of the genes， 
gs・1to gs・6. The results indicated that 11 of the 15 mutants had one 
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TABLE 5. Fz and F. data for linkages of four genes. mt..e. li. vand e. 
obtained in the cross of Victorie Hen with L. T. 32 
Weighted 
average 
value (%) 
Recombina. 
tion value 
く%)
Linked 
genes 
(Aa-Bb) 
Total Segregation* Source of 
data 
Phase 
Li li 
-E e 
Vv 
-E e 
???
??? ??
?
?
?
????
•••••• 
????
???
? ??
?? ?
???? ?
?
???
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
、????
， ， 、
? ? ? ? ? ?
、? ? ? ? ?
、 ?
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
??
、? ? ? ? ? ?
，
???
???
?????????
?
????
?
????
?
???
?
.•.•.•••••••••.........••••••. 
?? ?
?
??
???
?
???
??????
?
?
?
?
??
??
???
?
??
??????
?
?????
?????
??
???
? ?
????
??
???????????? ?
189 : 103 : 85 : 8 
264 : 127 : 115 : 11
5 : 34: 38 : 111 
41 :鈎
57: 41 
186 : 108 : 79 : 1 
260 : 135 : 119 : 3 
1 : 32: 24 : 125 
59: 17 
76: 26 
191 : 97 : 74 : 12 
262: 116 : 117 : 22 
9:43:40194 
35: 37 
53: 38 
247 : 47 : 43 : 37 
315 : 80 : 76 : 46 
47 : 53 : 39: 104 
10: 33 
9: 32 
233 : 55 : 57 : 29 
292 : 86: 99: 40 
36:52:44:97 
16: 41 
17: 31 
253 : 35 : 41: 45 
333 : 45 : 62 : 77 
71 : 30 : 32 : 110 
6: 35 
4: 30 
???????? ?? ??
Fz 
F， 
F.(AB) 
F.(Ab) 
F，(aB) 
Fz 
F2 
F， (AB) 
F， (Ab) 
F.(aB) 
Fz 
Fz 
F. (AB) 
F. (Ab) 
F，(aB) 
F. 
Fz 
F，(AB) 
.F，(Ab) 
F. (aB) 
Fz 
Fz 
F，(AB) 
F. (Ab) 
F，(aB) 
Fz 
F2 
F， (AB) 
F， (Ab) 
F， (aB) 
Mt mt 
-Li li
Mt mt 
-Vv 
Li li 
-Vv 
Mt mt 
-Ee 
of the genes， gs-l， gs・2，gs・3and gs・6，but the remaining four mu-
tants were conditioned by one of the three genes other than the genes 
gs-l to gs・6.Therefore， these three genes for glossy sheath were named 
gs・7(OUM 22)， gs・8(OUM 24 and 31) and gs・9(OUM 29). 
In order to detect linkage of the gene gs・9，OUM 29 was crossed 
with the two linkage tester stocks， L. T. 26 (V， Uz， B， trd and s) and 
Col-orange (N， Uz， K， 0 and s)， and interrelationship of gs-9 with the 
marker genes in F 2 of these two cro回eswas examined. The resul ts 
'" See the footnote of Tab1e 4. 
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c1early indicated， as shown in appended Table 2， that gs・9is inherited 
independent1y of n， uz， K， B and trd， 0 and s located on chromosomes 1 
and 3ー7，respectively， but is linked with v for six-rowed spike 
chromosome 2. 
Next， the mutant OUM 29 was crossed with L. T. 30 with the genes， 
V， e and li， on chromosome 2， in order to locate gs・9on this chromo-
some by means of multiple point test. About 340 九 individualsand F3 
progenies derived from the former plants were used. According to 
Table 6， gs・9is linked with e for wide glume and v for six-rowed spike 
on 
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TABLE 6. F2 and Fa data for linkage of three genes， gs-9， e and v， 
obtained in the cross of OUM 29 with L. T. 30 
、
?
???
??
?
?
，?
??
?
?
?
?
?Linked 
genes 
(Aa-Bb) 
Recombina. 
tion value 
く%)
Total Segrega tion * Phase Source of 
data 
1. 79土0.5190
23.28土1.9127 
22.87土1.8351 
???
?
????
?
???
????
?
? ? ?
??????
。 。 ? ? ?
?
? ???
??
182 : 79 : 75 : 0 
0: 3 : 3: 176 
76: 3 
72: 3 
223 : 37 : 32 : 44 
41 : 33: 26 : 123 
5: 32 
3: 29 
181 : 74 : 76 : 5 
1 : 26 : 32 : 122 
41 : 3
42: 34 
???????
F盆
Fa (AB) 
Fa (Ab) 
Fa (aB) 
Fz 
Fa (AB) 
Fa (Ab) 
Fa(aB) 
F2 
Fa (AB) 
Fa (Ab) 
Fa(aB) 
GS-9gト9
-v v 
Gs-9 gs-9 
-Ee 
Ee 
-v世
with 1. 79 % and 23.28% of recombination， respectively， and the recom-
bination value of e and v is 22.87%. But， all of the three genes are 
inherited independent1y of li for ligule-less on the same chromosome. . 
This indicates that the genes are arranged in the order of gs・9，e， v and 
• See the footnote of Table 4. 
4 (2c). Slender Dwarj二2Mutant， OUM 142 (sld・2)
Among dwarf mutations， the slender type is one of the most fre-
quent1y inducible ones by EMS treatment in barley (Konishi 1970). The 
slender dwarf mutant， OUM 142， derived from EMS-treated seed of a 
Japanese cultivar， Akashinriki， is characterized by short and slender 
stems， narrow leaves， short and lax spikes， and thin kernels. 
For the primary test for linkage， the mutant OUM 142 was crossed 
with a series of 7 trisomics of Hordeum spontaneum nigrum. As seen 
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in Table 7， the segregation of normal and slender dwarf characters was 
fitted well to a ratio of 3: 1 in each of the six Fz populations derived 
from F1 trisomic hybrids of Bush (extra-chromosome 1)， Pale (3)， Robust 
(4)， Pseudo-normal (5)， Purple (6) and Semi-erect (7) types. 1n the F-t 
hybrids between a trisomic plant of Slender type (extra-chromosome 
2) and OUM 142， however， slender dwarf segregants were somewhat 
difficult to distinguish from the trisomic plants of “Slender" type. These 
results indicated that the slender dwarf character was conditioned by 
a recessive gene located on chromosome 2. And， this might be different 
from a slender dwarf gene， sld， on chromosome 3 of OUM 148 reported 
in the other paper (Konishi et al. 1984). So， the mutant gene of OUM 
142 was named sld-2. 
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TABLE 7. Segregation of the normal and slender dwarf characters 
in F 2'S of the crosses of OUM 142 with the six trisomic types 
Slender* 
dwarf P 
Bush 
Pale 
Robust 
Pseudo-normal 
Purple 
Semi-erect 
0.7-0.5 
0.7-0.5 
0.~. 8 
0.5-0.3 
0.95 
0.2-0.1 
χ2 for 
3: 1 
0.303 
0.154 
0.036 
0.749 
O.∞4 
2.670 
Total 
??????
??
??
?
????
《 ?
??
?????
?
??
?
??
??
，???
??
Normal* 
? ? ? ?
? 、
???
、? ? ?
?
??
?
Extra 
chromosome 
????????
Trisomic 
type 
* Including the diploid and trisomic plants. 
TABLE 8. F2 and Fa date for linkage of three genes， sld-2， e and v， 
obtained in the cross of OUM 142 with L. T. 30 
Recombina-
tion value 
(%) 
Linked 
genes 
(Aa-Bb) ー ?
????
，?
????
Total Segregation* Phase Source of 
data 
29.71土2.2312
18.20土1.7436 
19.70土1.8767 
、? ? ?
? 、 ，
???
， 、
????，???
， 、
??? ? ? ?
???
，
??
??
?
??????????
???????
?
?
?????
???
•
••••••••• 
。 ，
???? ??
?
?
??
?
，?
?
?
???
??
??????
?ー ?
?
???
?
???
?
?????
?
? ?
? ?
??
165 : 65: 67: 3 
7 : 15 : 2: 12  
43: 22・
48: 19 
192 : 38: 38: 32
35: 2:お:102 
8: 30
11 : 27
164 : 6: 68: 2 
4:27:28:105 
48: 18 
45: 23
???????
F2 
F. (AB) 
F8 (Ab) 
F. (aB) 
F2 
F.(AB) 
F8(Ab) 
F.(aB) 
F2 
Fa(AB) 
F. (Ab) 
F.(aB) 
Sld sld 
- E e 
Sld sld 
-v v 
Ee 
--vv 
* See the footnote of Table 4. 
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Next， the mutant OUM 142 was crossed with L. T. 30 which has 
three marker genes， V， e and li， on chromosome 2. 1n the F2 population， 
linkage relationships among sld・2，v and e were recognized， al though 
sld・2was independent of li on the same chromosome. Then， the F 3 
progeny test was made to estimate the recombination values among sld・2，
v and e， and weighted values of recombination were obtained by using 
F2 and F3 data as shown in Table 8. The linkage intensity between 
sld・2and e is estimated to be 18.20%， and that between sld・2and v is 
29.71%. Judging from the result that linkage value between e and v is 
19.70%， the arrangement of these three genes is thought to be sld・2，e 
and v on chromosome 2. 
Finally， the results of linkage tests for three mutant genes， mt" e， gs-9 
and sld-2， stated in the sections 2a， 2b and 2c， respectively， are joined 
together， and a map of six genes on chromosome 2 is constructed and 
shown in Fig. 2. 
sld・2 gs・9 e v 問、t"e 
叶1.8t=23ずト 13.7-+， 25.1→ 
1←一一 23.3 一一→~
42.8 
Independent 
「1M 十 19.7 !ー
FIG. 2. A linkage map of 6 genes on chromosome 2 
5 (4 a). A Chlorina Mutant， T. 95 (f二10)
T. 95 is a chlorina mutant strain， received from the late R. W. 
Woodward， Utah Agricultural Experiment Station， Logan， Utah， U. S. A. 
This is viable and develops conspicuous chlorina leaves from seedling 
stage to near maturity， even when it is grown under either low or high 
temperature conditions. However， itis sensitive to cold weather and 
liable to be winter-ki1ed. 
The mutant strain T. 95 was crossed with the two tester stocks， 
Orange lemma and Col-orange， and田gregationof various character pairs 
was examined in the F2 generations of these crosses. The results， shown 
in appended Table 3， suggest that the chlorina plant character of T.95 
is conditioned by a single recessive gene， although 20% or more chlorina 
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plants have not survived winter. The gene was named 1-10. Also， it
is apparent from the results that the gene 1-10 is inherited independ-
ent1y of 1(1)， v(2)， 0(6) and s(7)， but is in linkage with K for hooded 
appendage on chromosome 4. 
In order to determine the location of the gene 1-10 on chromosome 
4， a new cross was made between T. 95 and a tester stock K. gl-3， and 
the interrelationships of 1-10 with two markers， K for hooded awn and 
gl・3for glossy leaf， were examined in F2 and F3 generations of the cross. 
The results， shown in Table 9， c1early indicate that the gene 1-10 is 
TABLE 9. F2 and Fa data for the linkage of f~10 with three marker 
genes， K， gl-3 and Ig-4， inthe two CT'osses， (A) T. 95 x K.gl-3 
and (B) T. 95 x a marker stock for 19イ
Linked 
Source of Phase 
Recombina-Weighted 
Cross (Agae~neBs b〉 Segregation* Total tion value averatg% e data く%) value (%) 
T.95 F-10 1-10 F2 C 390 : 32: 34: 93 549 
X ~K k Fa (AB) C 116 : 36: 33: 205 390 13.97 l 13.93土
K.gl-3 Fa (Ab) C 5 : ?T 32 ?:T.03 I 1. 1242 
Fa(aB) C 4: 30 34 14.57 
F-lO 1-10 F2 R 276 : 146 : 123 : 4 549 
~Gl-3 gl-3 Fa (AB) R 5 : 52: 4: 175 276 22.05 l 19.76土
Fa (Ab) R 105 : 41 146 16.33 I 1. 3958 
Fa(aB) R 78: 45 123 22.39 
KK F2 R 283 : 141 : 116 : 9 549 
~Gl・3 gl-3 Fs (AB) R 1 : 62: 62: 148 283 31. 92 l 28.68土
Fa (Ab) R 83: 58 141 25.89 I 1.7389 
Fa (aB) R 62: 54 116 30.34 
・ーー ・ーー ・ー・ー ・ー・ー 'ー"'---ー._--ー・・・帽・・・・・・・・・ー・・・・・・・ーーーーー一一一一一一一一一一一喧ーーーーー骨骨骨骨---一ー一ー .ー.......圃・ーーー ・ー・ー ・ー-..----_..回開--司._・・圃・・一一一一-
T.95 F-10 1-10 F2 R 193 : 108 : 102 : 0 403 0.00 
X ~Lg-4 19-4 Fa (AB) R 1 : 3 : 4 : 180 188 
Ig-4 Fa (Ab) R 104: 4 lC8 1. 89 ~ 1. 68土
Fa(aB) R 100: 2 102 0.99 I 0.4577 
* See the footnote of Table 4. 
located between K and gl・3，as the estimated weighted average values 
of recombination from 1-10 to K and gl・3are 13.93% and 19.76%， respec-
tively， whi1e K and gl・3are 28.68% apart from each other. 
Allelism tests of 1-10 with two chlorina leaf genes， Ig-4 and 1-9， 
both known to be on the same chromosome， were made prior to the 
linkage test. The 19・4plant was somewhat lighter in plant color than 
the 1-10 and these two were phenotypically distinguishable. In the F2 
generation of a cross between T. 95 and a tester stock for 19・4，it was 
found that the normal green， darker chlorina (/-10 type) and lighter 
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chlorina (lg-4 type) occurred in a 2 : 1 : 1 ratio， with no seemingly double 
recessive type plants occurring. So， al the F2 plants were carried to F3 
progeny test， which indicated， as shown in the lower column of Table 9， 
that f-10 is located very closely to 19・4，the distance being only 1. 68 % 
in an average. According to Immer and Henderson (1943)， 19-1 (amended 
to 19・4by Robertson et al. in 1947) is 5.00土1.0 (%) apart from K. So， 
the gene 19-4 may probably be located between f-10 and K. 
Interrelationship between f-10 and f-9 was also studied in a cross 
between T. 95 and Kmut 174 with f-9 gene which was previously shown to 
be on chromosome 4. The Fl plants of the cross were normal and green， 
indicating that the two genes in question were not allelic and probably 
on different loci. The chlorina mutants with either of the genes f-9 and 
f-10 looked like similar， and in the F2 generation of the cross only green 
and chlorina plants could be distinguished. So， itwas expected that the 
number of green and chlorina plants would appear in a ratio of 9: 7 
(for independent) to 1: 1 (for complete linkage). Nevertheless， the actual 
numbers were 204: 124， which was stil1 less in chlorina plants than the 
expected ratio for independent inheritance. 
6 (4b). A Single lnternoded Dwarf Mutant， R 101 (sid) 
The mutant R 101 was induced by X-ray irradiation on an uzu， naked 
six-rowed cultivar， Akashinriki， by Suzuki and Ohta at Shizuoka Prefec-
tural Agricultural Experiment Station， Japan. It is only about one half 
as tal as the original var. All the leaves alternately overlap with each 
other at the basal part of the stem， and only the peduncle or the upper-
most internode is seen elongated. On this basis， this mutant was named 
a single internoded dwarf， whose main characteristic is， as shown later， 
controlled by a recessive gene， and hence designated sid. Effect of the 
gene sid on stem internodes was studied more closely using about 450 
F 2 plan ts deri ved from a cross between R 101 (uzu type) and K. gl・3・
Bl (non-uzu type). The results are summarized in Table 10. It is clear 
in this table that the peduncle length of the mutant (sid) segregates are 
about 12 cm longer in both the non-uzu and uzu types than those of the 
contrasting normal type segregates， whereas total stem lengths of the 
mutant plants are very much shorter than these of the normal type. It 
is because the number of elongated internodes below the pedunc1e is 
much reduced， especially in the uz genetic background. We noticed that 
the “sid" mutant was very similar to， most probably the same as the 
long-peduncled dwarf mutant controlled by gene lpd which was reported 
by G. S. Sethi in 1974， but we could not test their identity because the 
"lpd" material was not available. 
In order to know the mode of inheritance of this mutant character 
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TABLE 10. Mean lengths of stem and the first stem-internode (peduncle)， 
and number of elongated internodes. Numerals in parenthesis refer to 
variation range 
Length (cm) Number of 
F 2phenotypes Stem 1st Difference e10ngated 
internode internodes (A) (B) (A-B) 
109.0 41. 8 67.2 5.98 
(Sid) (72-130) (28-52) (5-7) 
Non-uzu < Dwarf 71.4 53.4 18.0 2.53 
(Uz) I _(sid) (37-103) (32-73) (1-5) 
Difference 38.6 -11. 6 49.2 3.45 
88.5 31. 4 57.1 6.07 
(Sid) (66-105) (15-43) (5-7) 
Uzu Dwarf 45.0 43.6 1.4 1. 12 
(uz) (sid) (23-59) (23-59) (1-2) 
Difference 43.5 -12.2 55.7 4.95 
TABLE 11. Fz and Fa data for linkage of three genes， sid， K and gl-3， 
obtained in the cross of R 101 with a tester stock， K. gl-3・Bl
Linked Source of Recombina- Weighted 
(Agae~neBs b) Phase Segregation* Tota1 tion va1ue averagte % data (%) va1ue (%) 
Sid sid F2 C 235 : 52: 46: 47 380 
-K k F， (AB) C 42: :あ:51 : 103 232 34. 45 l 32.30.:1 2. 0480 
F， (Ab) C 12: 32 44 42，85 土
F， (aB) C 9: 35 44 33.96 
Sid sid F2 R 177 : 104 : 97: 2 380 
-GI-3 gl-3 F. (AB) R o :25 : 26: 126 177 15.79 
F， (Ab) R 80: 19 99 10.61 t 13.68土1.3653
F， (aB) R 65: 22 87 14.47 
Gト3g1-3 F2 R 189 : 85: 98: 8 380 
-K k F，(AB) R 2 : 34: 33: 112 181 22.52 
F， (Ab) R 56: 27 83 19.42 t 23.84土1.8210 
F， (aB) R 51 : 44 95 30. 14 
本 Seethe footnote of Tab1e 4. 
and linkage， three tester stocks， Orange lemma， Nigrinudum and Col-
orange， were selected and crossed with R 101. The F2 segregations in 
these crosses have indicated that the sid is inherited independently of 
n (1)， v (2)， uz (3)， B (5)， 0 (6) and s (7)， but is in linkage with K for 
hooded appendage on chromosome 4 (appended Table 4). 
Next， a new cross was made between the mutant strain R 101 and 
a multiple marker stock， K. gl・3・Bl，and interactions of these four genes 
involved were examined in the F2 and F3 generations of the cross. In 
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this investigation， the F2 and F3 data for blue aleurone character were 
entirely dropped because of the difficulty in c1assifying the blue and 
non-blue plants. The results thus obtained are shown in Table 11. As 
is apparent in this table， three genes sid， gl・3and K are arranged in this 
order on chromosome 4. 
Now， itis possible to construct a linkage map of chromosome 4 
inc1uding the five genes， sid， gl・3，f-10， 19-4 and K， by joining the data 
obtained in the previous section with those of this section. Fig. 3 shows 
the resulted linkage map. 
sid gl・3 f・1ロ Ig・4
吋 1.71← 5.0・
「13.7 「-19.8 ~ 
32.3 
FIG. 3. A linkage map of 5 genes on chromosome 4 
• Immer & Henderson (1943). 
7 (5). A Curly Dwarf Mutant， OUM 112 (cud-2) 
K 
The cur1y dwarf mutant， OUM 112， was also an EMS-induced mutant 
from a ]apanese uzu， naked cultivar， Akashinriki. It is characterized 
by extremely cur1y lemmas and awns， and strongly curved stem-inter-
nodes. Although it is rather simi1ar to the curly mutant Choshiro Hen 
described by Takahashi and Hayashi (1966)， OUM 112 is easi1y dis-
tinguishable from Choshiro Hen by its shorter stem， dense spike and 
small， round grain. 
For the study of inheritance and linkage of this character， OUM 112 
was first crossed to the four tester stocks， Nigrinudum， Kimugi， Colsess 
V and Orange lemma. Examination of the F2 behavior of these hybrids 
has revealed that， as shown in appended Table 5， the character of 
OUM 112 is controlled by a single recessive gene， named here cud-2， and 
further that the gene for the character is inherited independently of 
several marker genes on chromosomes 1-7， except 5; they are lk-2 and 
j. (chromosome 1)， v and v1f' (2)， uz (3)， K， yh and Hs (4)， 0 (6) and 
s (7)， just as in appended Table 5. The result suggested also the c10se 
linkage of cud-2 with B for black caryopsis located on chromosome 5. 
Therefore， another cross was made between OUM 112 and L. T. 13 having 
two genes B and trd together to make three point test of linkage. 
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TAB臼 12.F 2 and F 3 data for linkage of three genes， cud-2， B and trd， 
obtained in the cross of OUM 112 with L. T. 13 (B， trd) 
Linked Source of Phase 
Recombina- Weighted 
AEa enes Segregation* Tota1 tion va1ue averagte % (Aa-Bb) data (%】 va1ue (%) 
Cud-2 cud-;: F2 R 237 : 23: 13: 62 335 13.02土1.4312 
-B b Fa (AB) R 59: 24:初:134 237 14.95 
Cud-2 cud-2 F2 R 184 : 76: 6: 9 335 
-T:γd tγd Fa (AB) R 9 : 31: 39: 105 184 29.45 
Fa (Ab) R 43: 33 76 27.73 t 27.78土2.0796
Fa (aB) R 44: 2 6 20.∞ 
Bb F2 C 168 : 82: 82: 3 335 
-Trd trd Fa (AB) C 4 : 18 : 25: 121 168 16.86 
Fa (Ab) C 57: 25 82 17.99 t 16.19土1.5697 
Fa (aB) C 63: 19 82 13.10 
* See the footnote of Tab1e 4. 
Table 12 shows the segregation of normal vs. curly dwarf 2 and 
also two marker pairs among 335 F2 individuals and their F3 progenies 
of the cross. The linkage intensities of cud-2 with B and trd were 
estimated to be 13.02% and 27.78%， respectively， whi1e the value of re-
combination between B and trd was found to be 16.19%. These indicate 
that the three genes are arranged in the order of cud-2， B， and trd on 
chromosome 5， as shown in Fig. 4. 
cud-z B trd 
仁 13.0 16.2 27.8 
FIG. 4. A linkage map of 3 genes on chromosome 5 
8 (6). A Curly Mutant named Curly 3 (cu・3)
The material used in this e:xperiment was induced by X-ray irradia-
tion on Akashinriki， and provided by Dr. A. Yamashita， Institute of 
Radiation Breeding， ]apan. Although it was originally named “lazy" 
for its procumbent growth habit of seedling， it was thought as better 
to change its name to Curly 3， because its main characteristic was that， 
as in the other cur1y mutants， every stem-internode curves like a bow 
in the same direction. But， its awns were almost straight. The character 
e:xpression is marked especially in the normal， long-stemmed forms， but 
not so conspicuous in the short-stemmed， uzu type plants. A genetic 
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study disc10sed that a recessive gene was controlled the character， and 
it was named cu・3.
Linkage analysis was made first with a cross between this mutant 
and the Purple strain， a trisomic type ha ving chromosome 6 in exce部.
As shown in Table 13， the curly plants appeared in F2 of the cross much 
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TABLE 13. Linkage data obtained in F2 of a cross between Curly 3 
and a trisomic “Purple" strain with chromosome 6 in excess 
χ2 for 
trisomic 
ratio 
F2 phenotypes 
Tota1 Chromosome 
type 
2x 0.235 87 
87.0 
46 
46.。
Cur1y 
8 
9.7 
1.0 
Norma1 
79 
77.3 
45 
45.。
Observed no. 
Exp. on 8: 1 
Observed no. 
Exp. on 44: 1 
O.α)() 2x+1 
less than the expected from 1 against 3 normal ratio; the observed 
counts of the normal and cur1y plants among the 2x and 2x + 1 portions 
of the F2 population fitted well to the expected numbers on the trisomic 
segregation ratio. This apparently indicates that cu-3 is on chromosome 
6. Accordingly， a cross was made between the mutant and a tester stock 
having uc・2 and 0 altogether to be subjected to the three point test. 
Table 14 shows Fz and F3 data for the interactions among three gene 
pairs， Cu・3cu・3，Uc・2uc・2and 0 0， in a cross， Curly 3 x uc-2・otester. 
It is apparent that the gene cu-3 is located on chromosome 6 22.18% 
and 22.79% apart from uc-2 and 0， respectively， whi1e the distance 
TABLE 14. F2 and Fa data for linkage between the gene pairs. Cu-3 cu-3. 
Uc-2 uc-2 and 0 0， in a cross of Curly 3 with a tester stock. uc-2.。
Weighted 
averalZe 
va1ueて%)
Recombina-
tion va1ue 
く%)
Linked 
genes 
(Aa-Bb) 
Tota1 Segregation事Phase Source of 
data 
22.18土1.5716
22.79土1.5937 
1. 42土0.3873
. See the footnote of Table 4. 
460 
239 
12 
93 
460 
245 
16 
93 
460 
332 
239 : 12 : 93: 6 
10 : 28: 32: 169 
70: 52 
54: '39 
245 : 16 : 93: 6 
10 : 31: 34: 170 
67: 49 
53: 40 
332 : 0 : 6 : 122
93: 3: 4 : 232
???????
F2 
F， (AB) 
F8 (Ab) 
Fa(aB) 
F2 
F， (AB) 
Fa (Ab) 
F. (aB) 
F2 
Fa (AB) 
Cu-3 cu-3 
-Uc-2 uc-2 
Cu-3 cu-3 
-00 
Uc-2 uc-2 
00 
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A ma p of three genes on this 
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between uc-2 and 0 is as short as 1. 42%. 
chromosome is shown in Fig. 5. 
。uc・2cu・3
ゴ
A Jinkage map of 3 genes on chromosome 6 
22.8 
22.2 
?????
? ? ? ?
9 (7 a). A Curly Dwaザ Mutantwith Compact Spike， OUM 120 (cud) 
This is one of the EMS-induced curly dwarf mutants from Akashin-
riki. Its lea ves are short， more or less twisted and often longi tudially 
TABLE 15. F2 and F3 data for linkage of cud for cur1y dwarf and three 
markers. fs. r and s， on chromosome 7 in a cross of OUM 120 with 
a tester， fs.r.s 
Weighted 
averalle 
value (%) 
Recombina-
tion value 
く%)
Linked 
genes 
(Aa-Bb) 
Total Segregation* Phase Source of 
data 
、 ，
?，
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
??
? ??
?
??
， ， ? 、
、 ， ，
??
，? ? ?
， 、
?? ? ? ?
， 、
? ? ?
??? ?
、? ? ?
，? ? ?
， 、
? ? ? ? ? ?
、? ? ? ? ? ? ?
、 ， ， ，
?
??
????
?????????????????????
••••.•••.•••.••..•••...• 
?? ?????????
?
? ? ? ?
???
?????
??
??
? ， 、
34.36土1.7385 
24.60土1.4779 
24.10土1.4619 
41. 78土1.9191 
?????
?????
??
?
???
?????????
?????
? ?
??
?
? ???
??
?
???
?
321 : 156 : 156 : 8 
1 : 23: 30 : 196 
99: 53 
119:36 
362:115:117:47 
22 : 66 : 68 : 133 
35: 78 
38: 78 
340 : 137 : 143 : 21
7 : 56: 61: 145 
60: 73 
63: 79 
372 : 105 : 107 : 57 
45 : 67 : 57 : 131 
38: 67 
26: 79 
408 : 71 : 75 : 87 
73 : 48 : 43 : 171 
6: 64 
14: 62 
414 : 63 : 69 : 95 
80 : 58 : 40 : 165 
12: 50 
11 : 57 
?????
?
?
??
?
?????????????
F2 
Fa(AB) 
F. (Ab) 
F. (aB) 
F2 
Fa (AB) 
Fa (Ab) 
Fa (aB) 
F2 
Fa (AB) 
F. (Ab) 
Fa (aB) 
F2 
Fa (AB) 
Fa (Ab) 
Fa (aB) 
F2 
Fa(AB) 
F. (Ab) 
F. (aB) 
F2 
Fa (AB) 
F. (Ab) 
F. (aB) 
Cud cud 
-Fs fs 
Cud cud 
-R r 
Cud cud 
-s s 
Fs fs 
-Rγ 
Rr 
-s s 
Fs fs 
-s s 
* See the footnote of Table 4. 
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creased. Al1 the stem-internodes are curved in， the same direction at 
each node. Total stem length is only about 40 cm: Spike is compact， 
awns short， and kernels short and roundish. 
For the prelimip.ary linkage study， two crosses were used; OUM 
120 x Col-orange and OUM 120 x Nigrinudum. 'The F2 segregations in 
these cro部eshave indicated that the cur1y dwarf character of OUM 120 
is controlled by a single recessive gene， named eud， which is inherited 
independent1y of the following marker genes; n， v， uz， K; B and 0 which 
are known to be on the chromosomes， 1， 2， 3， 4， 5 and 6， respectively. It 
was also found that the gene cud is linked with r for short-haired rachi1a 
on chromosome 7 (appended Table 6). 
In order to loca te the gene cud on chromosome 7， a cross was made 
between OUM 120 and a tester stock havii1g three markers， fs， s and r， 
and interactions among these four genes in the Fa and F3 generations of 
the cross were studied c1osely. The results are shown in Table 15. 
This apparent1y indicates that the gene cud is located 14.43% apart from 
fs for the fragi1e stem on the opposite side of s for short-haired rachi1a 
and r for sniooth awn. According to our previous results (Takahashi 
et a1. 1972) dealing with n1d (narrow leaved dwarf)， fs， s and r， the 
gene nld is 18.61% apart from βand the order of the locations of these 
four genes is nld， fs， s and r. It is inferred that the location of， the 
new gene cud may be between nld and fs， and rather c10se ・tonld. 
10 (7b). A Dusky Mutant from Chikurin (dsk) 
The material used in this experiment is a gamma-ray induced mutant 
from a Japanese cultivar， Chikurin Ibaraki 1， by Dr. A. Yamashita at 
the Institute of Radiation Breeding， Japan.‘ This may be called “dusky" 
tinged mutant because the leaf-blades and sheaths begin to be dehydrated 
and become dusky in cQlor after heading. Many， small dark spots are 
seen scattered over the surface of these olive-gray colored plant parts. 
Even after maturity， spikes and stems remain faint1y green colored. 
The mode of inheritance and linkage of the mutant character was 
studied by use of two crosses of the mutant with marker stocks， Nigri-
nudum and the Xe' 0 strain. As shown in appended Table 7， the F 2
results of the crosses have revealed that the dusky is conditioned by 
a single recessive gene， named dsk， and it is inherited independent1y of the 
genes， n and 1 (1)， v (2)， uz (3) K (4) and 0 (6). On account of distorted 
segregation of Bb for black vs. yellow kernel， its relation with dusky 
character pair could not 'be determined. On the other hand， excessive 
parental character combinations were found for the character pairs， S s 
for rachilla hairs and Dsk dsk for normal vs. dusky， suggesting a linkage 
between these two pairs of genes. The linkage intensity was estimated 
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TABLE 16. Linkage data for five genes. dsk. nld. fs. s and r. on 
chromosome 7 in a cross of the dusky mutant with a tester 
stock. nld・fs.s.r
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Weighted 
averalZe 
value-(%) 
Recombina-
tion value 
(%) 
Total Segregation. Phase Source of 
data 
Linked 
genes 
(Aa-Bb) 
、 ，
? ，、、，
?
?????
???
?
? ?
?
?
?
?
」?
??????
?
?，
???
?， ，、
， ， ? ?
、? ? ? ?
， 、
?
?? 》
? ?
， 、
? ? ? ?
， 、
? ? ? ?
， 、
????
、 ，
? ? ? ?
、 ?
?
?? ? ?
、? ? ? ?
、? ?
???
、? ? ? ?
?
????????
?
??????????
?
?
??
??
?
???
??
????????
?
??
???? ? ????????????
?
????????
??? ?
??
?
?
? ? ? ? ? ?
??
?
??
??
?
40.9宇土2.5ωo
36.46土2.切35
25.Yl土1.9166 
41. 75土2.4054
23.53土1.8鈴6
?
?
??????
??
?????
?ぉ
? ? ?
???
?
???????
??
?
?
?
199 : 87 : 63 : 19 
22 : 54 : 44 : 79 
41 : 46 
30:お
201 : 85: 74: 8 
16 : 50 : 49 : 86 
42: 43 
33: 41 
178: 108 : 82: 0 
o : 14: 13 : 151 
94: 14 
65: 17 
195 : 91 : 81 : 1 
6 : 35: 30 : 124 
71:お
53: 28 
229:33:46:60 
68 : 21 : 29 : 111 
9: 24 
10: 36 
191 : 71: 69 : 37 
24 : 36 : 52 : 79 
30: 41 
19: 50 
204 : 58 : 72 : 34 
40 : 32 : 47 : 85 
19: 38 
22: 50 
205 : 70 : 55 : 38 
28 : 42 : 50 : 85 
21 : 49 
9: 46 
235 : 40 : 41 : 52 
55 : 33 : 37 : 110 
7: 33 
6: 35 
232 :沼:44 : 64 
44 : 42 : 33 : 113 
2: 26 
8: 36 
???????
???????? ? ??
Fz 
F，(AB) 
F， (Ab) 
F. (aB) 
Fz 
F. (AB) 
F. (Ab) 
F. (aB) 
Fz 
F，(AB) 
F. (Ab) 
F. (aB) 
FI 
F，(AB) 
F， (Ab) 
F， (aB) 
Fz 
F.(AB) 
F. (Ab) 
F. (aB) 
FI 
F，(AB) 
F. (Ab) 
F. (aB) 
FI 
F，(AB) 
F. (Ab) 
F， (aB) 
Fz 
F. (AB) 
F， (Ab) 
F. (aB) 
Ft 
Fι(AB) 
F. (Ab) 
F. (aB) 
Fz 
F.(AB) 
F. (Ab) 
F. (aB) 
Dsk dsk 
-Nld nld 
Dsk dsk 
-Fs fs 
Nld nld 
-Fs fs 
Nld nld 
-s s 
Dsk dsk 
-Ss 
Dsk dsk 
-R r 
Nld nld 
-R r 
Fs fs 
-R r 
Fs fs 
-s s 
Rr 
-Ss 
• See the footnote of Table 4. 
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to be 21. 58%. 
About 10 years after the above results were reported in Barley 
Genetics Newsletter 2， a c10ser linkage test was made by use of a new 
cross between the mutant dusky and a tester stock with the genes， nld， fs， 
s and r. The F2 and F3 data are presented in Table 16. As shown in this 
table， the new mutant gene dsk is located between r for smooth awn 
and s for short-haired rachi1a， rather c10sely to r， and 36.46% and 50% 
(independent) apart respectively from fs for fragi1e stem and nld for 
narrow-leaved dwarf. Thus， the gene order was found to be nld， fs. 
s， dsk and r. 
Finally， the results of linkage tests for the two mutant genes， cud 
and dsk stated in 7a and 7b， are joined together， and a map of s江 genes
on chromosome 7 is constructed and shown in Fig. 6. It wi1 easi1y be 
pointed out in the results that there are no inconsistent values of re・
combination between various genes， and the two estimates between such 
Independent 
14.4 Ir 24.1ー l
nld cud fs s 
|←-21.6 --+11 笥 .4 ~で 17.6
i・ 36.5一一一一一
Independent 
41.8 
Independent 
40.8 
41.8 
24.6 
23.5 
dsk r 
7.8ト
FIG. 6. A linkage map of 6 genes on chromosome 7 
two genes as fs--s， s--r and fs--r are almost the same although they 
were obtained from different experiments. It may therefore be safe to 
conc1ude that the results are quite credible and the six genes are ar-
ranged in the order of nld， cud， fs， s， dsk and r on chromosome 7. 
SUMMARY 
The present paper deals with the inheritance and linkages of the 
ten new mutants in barley. The results may be summarized as follows: 
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1) A glossy leaf mutant gene， gl・5，of Kmut 239 is located between 
br for brachytic growth and n for naked kernel on chromosome 1， as 
shown in Fig. 1. 
2) The three genes， mt"e for mott1ed leaf in Victorie Hen， gs・9
for glossy sheath in OUM 29 and sld・2for slender dwarf in OUM 142， 
are al1 on chromosome 2 in the order of sld・2，gs・9，e， v， mt" e and li 
(Fig. 2). 
3) On chromosome 4 are located two genes， f-10 for chlorina seedl-
ing in T. 95 and sid for single internoded dwarf of R 101. • The arrange-
ment of these genes and several markers on this chromosome is sid， gl・3，
f-10， 19・4and K (Fig. 3). 
4) A curly dwarf character of OUM 112 is conditioned by a reces-
sive gene， cud-2， located between B for black caryopsis and. trd for the 
third outer glume on chromosome 5， as shown in Fig. 4. 
.5) A new curly .mutant .gene， c"，・3，is located on chromosome.6 in 
the order of cu・3，uc・2and 0 (Fig. 5). 
6) Two genes， cud for curly dwarf in OUM 120 and dsk foI' dusky 
mutant， are on chromosome 7. The relative position of the two genes 
and several markers on the chromosome is nld， cud， fs， s， dsk and γ 
(Fig.6). 
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APPENDIX 
TABLE 1. Interrelationships between the mott1ed leaf (mt"e) and 
several markers in F2 generation of the two crosses with 
Victorie Hen 
Symbol 
-一一-守一一一X x 
P χIL Total 
Mot1ed 
X x 
Normal 
X x 
Chromo-
some Cross* 
v. small 
0.9-0.8 
0.2..{).1 
O. 5..{). 3 
O. 7..{). 5 
0.3-心.2
0.2..{).1 
O.氏)0
29.633 
0.023 
2.385 
0.486 
0.204 
1. 599 
1. 981 
592 
588 
595 
588 
595 
593 
588 
595 
???
?
?? 。
????
?
，??????
?
106 
119 
110 
107 
107 
99 
88 
92 
112 
130 
94 
134 
93 
117 
102 
125 
354 
337 
362 
322 
363 
339 
365 
331 
????
??
????
n 
???
?????????
。
s 
• Cross: Victorie Hen x 1. T. 16. Cross B: Victorie Hen x Orange lemma. 
T ABLE 2. Interrelationships between the glossy電beath(gs-9) and 
several markers in F 2 generation of the two crosses with 
OUM 29 
Glossy 
X 主
Normal 
X x 
Symbol 
X x 
P χ2L Total 
Chromo-
some Cross* 
0.95 
v. small 
0.5 -0. 3 
0.7 -0. 5 
0.8-0.7 
0.9-0.8 
0.2 -0.1 
0.7-0.5 
0.8-0.7 
0.2-0.1 
0.05...{).02 
0.022 
35.951 
0.686 
0.383 
0.069 
0.010 
2.279 
0.203 
0.081 
1.724 
4.264 
???????
??
????
? ????? ???
，????
????
??????
??????
。?
?
??
?
??
?ー ?
?
????
??
??
?????
? ?
?
??
???
???
?
?? ?
?
?????
??
??????
?
?
? ?
???
?，
????
?
『
???
?
????????
????????
?ー
??
??
?
??
?ー
?
???
??
??
?
?。????
? ?
?
??????
????
n 
o 
s 
s 
* Cross A: OUM 29 x Col・orange.
?
??
????
??????
Cross B: OUM 29 x 1. T. 26. 
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TABLE 3. Interrelationships between the chlorina (/-10) and several 
markers in F 2 generation of the two crosses with T. 95 
??
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
Norma1 Chromo-
some X 
Symbo1 
x x 
P χIL Tota1 Cross* 
0.7-0.5 
0.3-0.2 
0.7-0.5 
v. small 
0.2-0.1 
0.8-0.7 
0.7-0.5 
0.287 
1. 455 
0.391 
165.725 
2.395 
0.112 
0.313 
?????????
《?
?? ? ?
??? ?
? ?
??
『
?
?
??
?
??
?
? ? ?
30 
.13 
18 
63 
24 
17 
18 
?
?
???
?
???
? ? ? ? ?
?
? ? ? ? ? ? ?
107 
82 
65 
14 
69 
81 
83 
215 
240 
263 
314 
259 
241 
245 
? ? 。 ， ? 。 ，
?
???
?
?
， ，
u 
h 
U 
o 
s 
????????
s 
* Cross A: T. 95 x Orange 1emma. Cross B: T. 95 x Co1・orange.
TABLE 4. Interrelationships between the single internoded dwarf 
(sid) and田 veralmarkers in F z generation of the three 
crosses with R 101 
Dwarf 
x x 
Norma1 
x x 
Symbo1 
x x P 
χ2L Tota1 
Chromo-
some Cross* 
0.05-0.02 
0.8-0.7 
0.5 -o. 3
0.7-0.5 
0.9-0.8 
v. small 
0.5-0.3 
0.7-υ.5 
0.5 -0. 3 
0.2-0.1 
5.243 
0.105 
0.621 
0.443 
0.036 
42.257 
0.512 
0.443 
0.938 
2.044 
392 
510 
522 
442 
523 
442 
521 
442 
441 
522 
??
。，?
?
?
?
?
?
?
???
??
，?
????
? 。
?
???
??
??????????
? ??
????
， ， ?
120 
92 
10ヴ
87 
105 
64 
105 
84 
83 
90 
??????
???
???
???
? ??
?
?
?
?
? ?。
?
?
???
? ????
， ?
?
?
，??
n 
n 
o 
s 
??
??
???
????
s 
Cross B: Nigrinudum x R 101. 事 CrossA: Co1-orange x R 101. 
Cross C: R 101 x Orange 1emma. 
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TABLE 5. Interrelationships between the curly dwarf (cudーの and
several markers in F 2 generation of the four crosses with 
OUM 112 
Chromo- Normal Curly dwarf 
some X 
Symbol 
x x P .t
2L Total Cross* 
O. 5-D. 3 
O. 9-D. 8 
0.5-D.3 
O. 5-D. 3 
0.1-D.05 
0.8-u.7 
O.与-0.8
O. 5-D. 3 
O. 5-D. 3 
0.7-D.5 
O.与-0.8
0.5-D.3 
0.1-D.05 
0.8-u.7 
0.884 
0.056 
0.558 
0.483 
3.606 
0.095 
0.021 
0.884 
0.884 
0.229 
0.021 
0.768 
3.573 
0.074 
?????????????????。????????????????????
? ????????
??
???????????
ー ?
?
??? ???
?
??
??????
??? ??? ?
?
??
??
??
?
。????
????????
?
? ? ?
????? ? ?
137 
17 
136 
149 
168 
134 
124 
149 
151 
174 
142 
176 
140 
128 
??
。 ， ? 。
????
? ?
? ?
????
Lk-2 lk-2 
F. f. 
v v 
vlr 
Uz 
Uz 
Uz 
Yh 
Hs 
k 
o 
s 
s 
s 
???
?
?
?
?
????
????????
s 
事 CrossA: OUM 112 x Kimugi. 
Cross C: OUM 112x Nigrinudum. 
Cross B: OUM 112 x Col即時 V.
Cross D: OUM 112x Orange lemma. 
TABLE 6. Interrelationships between the curly dwarf (cud) and 
several markers in the two crosses with OUM 120 
Curly dwarf 
X x 
Normal Chromo-
some x x 
Symbol 
x x 
P χIL Total Cross* 
O. 5-u. 3 
O. 5-u. 3 
O. 7-D. 5 
O. 5-u. 3 
O. 7-D. 5 
O. 9-u. 8 
0.2-D.l 
v. small 
0.724 
0.811 
0，335 
0.523 
0.308 
0.047 
2.496 
12.844 
339 
303 
340 
340 
303 
340 
337 
640 
?
?
???????
? ?
??
???
? ? ，
? ? ?
51 
5 
64 
61 
53 
60 
63 
12泡
60 
63 
63 
52 
64 
68 
73 
140 
??????????
?
?????
??
???
???
n 
????
?
?
???
????
Cross B: OUM 120xNigrinudum. 事 CrossA: OUM 120xCol・orange.
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TABLE 7，. Interrelationships between the dusky (dsk) and several 
markers in F 2 generation of the two CrOsseS with the dusky 
mutant 
Dusky 
x x 
Normal 
x x 
Symbol 
-ーーー幅一一-.-
x x 
P χ2L Total 
Chromo-
soロleCross寧
0.3-0.2 
0.2-0.1 
0.5-0.3 
0.8-心.7
0.5-0.3 
V. small 
0.2-0.1 
V. small 
V. small 
1. 433 
1. 707 
0.698 
0.069 
0.681 
11.465 
2.501 
22.521 
24.511 
448 
376 
447 
44e 
376 
448 
376 
447 
376 
??
??
????
??
???
?
?? ????
??? ?
????
???
????
???????
。
69 
83 
87 
102 
64 
59 
50 
100 
91 
277 
209 
259 
24 
228 
287 
242 
24q 
201 
??
??????
???
???
n 
o 
s 
??
?
???
????
s 
寧 CrossA: Dusky x Nigrinudum. Cross B: Duskyxxc'o tester . 
. 
